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Abstract

Calculations have been performed w_ch the HULL hydrocode to study ground shock effects
for multiple earth penetrator weapcJn (EPW) bursts in hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) arrays.
Several different calculational approaches were used to treat this problem. The first simulations
involved two-dimensional (2D) calculations, where" _he hexagonal cross:section of a unit'cell in
an effectively-infinite HCP array was approximated by an inscribed cylinder. Those calculations
showed Substantial ground shock enhancement below the center of the array. To refine the
analysis, 3D unit-cell calculations were done where the actual hexagonal cross-section of the

HCP array was modelled. Results of those calculations also suggested that the multiburst array
would enhance ground shock effects over those for a _ingle burst of comparable yield. Finally,

3D calculations were run in which an HCP array of seven bursts was modelled explicitly. In
addition, the effects of non-simultaneity were investigated. Results of the seven-burst HCP array
calculations were consistent with the unit-cell results and, in addition, provided information on

• the 3D lethal contour produced by such an array.
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" 1. Introduction

lt

A spaced array of subsurface bursts detonated simultaneously would be expected to

result in significantly enhanced ground shock effects when compared to an equal num-

ber of identical bursts detonated independently_ i.e._ with a sufficiently long time delay

between bursts that no ground shock interactions would occur. The simultaneous multi-

burst array will direct ground shock energy perpendicular to the array plane (i.e._ upward

and downward). In fact, directly below the center of the array_ an optimized multiburst
scheme would be expected to produce higher levels of stress than a single burst of the

same total yield, or same aggregated yield, as that of the array.

This report :presents results of two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)

HULL [1] hydrocode calculations of ground shock from simultaneous detonations of mul-

tiple earth penetrator weapons (EPWs). The EPWs were assumed to be arranged in an

hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) array_ as shown in Figure 1.1. Each burst in the array

was assumed to have a nominal yield of 500kt and a depth-of-burst (DOB) of 12m, and

the target material was modelled as a homogeneous, wet, soft rock. The baseline weapon

spacing was taken to be 400m, but various other spacings were considered in sensitivity
studies.

The yield of 500kt was chosen for the present studies as a nominal yield representative

of fieldable EPW technology, while recognizing that lower yield weapons would probably

be more realistic for a multiburst targeting scheme. Of course_ as will be demonstrated

later in the report_ it is possible rouse scaling arguments to generalize these results to
arrays involving weapons of somewhat smaller yield. The seven burst hexagonal array

modeled here probably also represents a bounding case_ interms oi"the number of weapons

that would be targeted on any site. Two or three weapons would, in fact_ be a more

likely deployment. The HCP array was chosen_ however, because it has the advantage of

being representable, to a good first approximation_ as a cylindrically-symmetric problem

for analyses of ground shock effects. Thus, two-dimensional hydrocode calculations could

be used to model this problem and_ thereby_ explore relatively inexpensively the ground
shock enhancement from a mulfiburst targeting scheme.

Calculations are presented which simulate ground shock effects for: 1) an array

involving a large number of weapons_ i.e._ an "effectively" infinite array, and 2) a finite

• array involving seven bursts. Details on the source and target modelling are provided in

Section 2, while descriptions of the computational models used for the various calculations

, discussed in this report are given in Appendix A.

For an "effectively" infinite HCP array (i.e_, one involving a relatively large number

of bursts), the problem has symmetry planes as shown in Figure 1.2 and can be simulated

ii .,11 _ I ,, iI . .. ,I.
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by analysis of ground shock effects for the "unit-cell" of hexagonal cross-section shown

in the figure. As will be demonstrated below, this simulation also provides a good
" approximation to the ground shock 'effects below the central burst in a finite HCP

array (e.g., a seven-burst array), at least to moderate depths (i.e., comparable to the
• weapon spacing in the array) below the ground surface. Furthermore, the geometry of

the hexagonal-unit-cell problem suggests the use of a circular'unit'ceU, inscribed in the
hexagonal cell as shown in Figure 1.3, to approzlma_e the ground shock effects from the
array. This then results in a simpler, two-dimensional, cylindrically-symmetric model for
the problem, Which will give an _"upperb0und" estimate of the ground shock stress levels
below the array.

Section 3 presents results of such 2D circular-unit-cell calculations, showing ground
shock effects for EPW multiburst arrays with various burst spacings. To complete the
"unit-cell" studies, Section 4 presents results of 3D calculations which model the actual
hexagonal geometry for a unit-cell in the HCP array. Comparisons are shown between

the 2D and 3D unit-cell calculations, and results Ofparameter studies on weapon spacing

are also presented.

The unit-cell calculations provide useful estimates of the mazirrtum depth in the
target to which a particular level of ground shock would be delivered by the multiburst
array. However, these calculations are limited in terms of predicting ground shock lethal
effects from a multiburst array. In particular, the unit-cell calculations simulate effects for

an infinite array, thus attenuation of the waves due t0 lateral dispersion beyond the edge

of the array is not treated with this approach. Therefore_ they give no information on the
lateral (horizontal)extent of the lethal ground shock contour_ i.e., the lethal "footprint",
that would be expected from a finite mlfltiburst array. To complete the present study, 3D
calculations were performed which modelled a finite, seven-burst_ HCP array. Results of
those calculations are presented in Section 5, along with comparisons between the finite
array results and the unit-cell calculations.

Section fi provides a su_n,nary of the study. Input listings and code changes used
for the calculations are given in Appendix B, along with file storage information_ for
reference.

11
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2. Problem Description
it

The HULL code system [1] consists of a set of computer programs for generating
and solving continuum dynamics problems, plus assorted peripheral programs such as are
required_ for example, to produce plots. As currently configured, HULL can solve two-
and three-dimensional Eulerian and Lagrangian problems, and provides various means
for linking these two types of solutions. For the uresent study, all calculations were run
in the Eulerian mode.

The energy release of the EPW bursts was modelled in the calculations by instan-
taneously depositing the yield of the weapon (i.e., 500kt) in a Ira-radius sphere of the
geologic target material centel,ed at the 12rn DO B. The target material was assumed to
be uniform and undisturbed in all directions surrounding the burst location. For deeply-
buried bursts such as those considered here, energy transfer by radiation transport is
insignificant and was not included in the caIculations.

Virtually all material property data (except air) are read from an extensive material
library file (MATLIB). This file includes both the equation..of-state (LOS) of the material
and its strength properties. The user can change the basic data for a material or add
new materials, as long as they can be represented by one of the LOS types in MATLIB.
The ground material for this work was modelled with the Mie-Gruneisen LOS available
in the code, and Table 2.1 lists the material constants that were used. Material strength
effects were ignored in _these calculations.

In the various unit-cell calculations that were done for this study, symmetry planes
that did not lle along one of the coordinate planes were treated with the HULL "island"
option. This option allows regions of the calculational grid to be treated as rigid bodies.
The boundaries of such re_ions are, therefore, "perfectly" reflective and equivalent to
symmetry boundaries for the problem. It should be noted that the boundary of a HULL
island region follows the grid lines of the calculational mesh and will_ therefore, represent
smooth surfaces in a "stairstep" fashion. This is illustrated in Section 2 of Appendix A
for the hexagonal-unit-cell calculations.

The automatic rezoning logic in the HULL program was substantially modified for
the present calculations, in large p_rt to ensure that both two- and three-dimensional

, analyses qsed exactly the same mass-, momentum- and internal-energy-conserving, rezone
scheme. These modifications are discussed in more de_ail in the input model descriptions

" of Appendix A. A listing of the rezone change deck used for the present calculations iso

included in Appendix B, for reference.

!5



material property d_ta for material named air
ambient density = 1.2250e-03

ambient sound speed = 3.4029e+04
ambient energy = 2,0679e+09

gamma = 1.4000e+O _
units are assumed to be cgs

material property data for material named mtuff
ambient density = 2.0000e+O0

ambient sound speed = 2.8000e+05

shock vel/particle vel slope = l. OlOOe+O0
gruneisen ratio = l. O000e+O0
minimum pressure = -l. O000e+08

poissons ratio = 2.5000e-01

rigidity modulus = 9.4080e+i0
atomic weight = 0.6000e+02

debye temperature = 0.3800e+03

vapor state coefficient = 0.2500e+00
ambient energy = 0.6798e+09

ambient melt energy = O.lO00e+ll

fusion energy = 0.8000e+lO
sublimation energy = 0.1200e+12

energy at beginning of vapor = 0.5000e+ll
z energy at end of vapor = O.lO00e+12

initial yield strength = l. O000e+09
maximum yieldstrength = l. O000e+09

i strain at maximum yield = 3.0000e-Ol

thermal softening coeff yfl = 9.0000e-Ol
thermal softening coeff ell = 9.0000e-Ol

thermal softening coeff yf2 = 9.0000e-Ol
thermal softening coeff el2 = 9.0000e-Ol

principal stress at failure = O.lO00e+21
principal strain at failure = O.lO00e+21

• units are assumed to be cgs

Table 2.1. HULL Materi_ Propert) Data

!



3. Circular-Unit-Cell Calculations

For the case in which there is a relatively large number of weapons in an HCP array,
the multiburst problem can be simulated by analysis of effects in a unit-cell of hexagonal
cross-section, as was shown in Figure 1.2. The geometry of this problem then suggests
the use of a simplified, two-dimensional, cylindrically-symmetric approximation, as is
illustrated in Figure 1.3, to calculste ground shock effects for the array. This section
of the report presents results of a series of such 2D calculations that was performed
to estimate ground shock effects from multiburst arrays for various burst spacings and
depths. The HULL input model for these 2D analyses is described in detail in Append_
A.1.

3.1 Baseline Study

Figure 3.1 shows the pressure profiles on axis and pressure contours at a problem
time of 25ms for a single 500kt burst at 12m DOB. The shock front has reached a radius of
,-_lS0m at this time. For an HCP array of such bursts spaced 400m apart and detonated
simultaneously; this result Clearly represents each of the separate bursts in the array
at that time, since no interactions between the bursts could yet have occurred. The
expanding ground shock front reaches 200m in radius at _50ms and, thus, encounters
the unit-cell boundary, as shown in the first plot of Figure 3.2. In the present 2D
approximation, reflection from the unit-cell boundary represents interaction with the

shock waves from the surrounding bursts in the array. The pressure contour plots of
Figure 3.2 show how the reflected, reinforced shock reconverges below the burst in the
100-200ms time interval and dellvers a strong second pulse to points deep in the target.
Due to wave interactions wit.lhthe transient crater_ and to other free surface effects, the
reflected shock reconverges on axis at some considerable depth (_200-250m) below the
original burst position. Notice in Figure 3.2 that the shock front becomes relatively
planar in shape as*_ime progresses.

3.2 Single Burst versus Multiburst Comparison

Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of peak pressure versus depth below ground surface
o for:

, 1. a single 500kt burst,

2. a single "equivalent" 3.5Mt burst (i.e., a single burst of the same aggregated yield
as seven 500kt bursts _inan HCP array),

17
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3. a single 20Mt burst (obtained by cube-root-scaling of the 3.5Mt single burst results),
and

4. the 2D unit:cell calculation_ simulating an HCP array of 500kt bursts with 400m _

burst separation.

All results in Figure 3.3 were obtained from 2D HULL c_culations for bursts at

12m DOB_ with the exception of the 20Mt burst which was scaled from results for the

3.5Mt single burst. The pressure delivered by a single burst attenuates monotonically
with distance as the pulse propagates radially outward and downward. In a multiburst

array_ however_ the initial shock delivered to points on axis below any of the bursts is

fol]owed_ and overtaken_ by a second wave due to interaction and convergence of the

shock fronts from the surrounding bursts. This enhancement of ground shock effects
from wave interactions in the multiburst array can be clearly seen in the plot. Notice,

again, that the reflected wave converges on axis at some depth below the original burst_

due to wave interactions With the free surface and the edge of the transient crater.

In order to get the best estimate of effects for a seven burst array from the present
circular-unit-cell calculations, care was taken in extracting the peak pressure results,

shown in Figure 3.3_ to get only effects of the ]irst wave reflections from the cell bound-
ary. With this approach_ the results shown for the unit-cell calculation can be interpreted

as a reasonable (though upperbound) estimate of the peak pressure directly under the

central burst in a ]ini_e HCP array. The peak pressure on axis for the multiburst array

is seen to be enhanced by a factor of ,'_4-5 over the pressure delivered by a single 500kt

burst, and enhanced by a factor of ,-_2-3 over the pressure delivered by a single 3o5Mt

burst. Similarly, in terms of depth-to-effect_ the array delivers a given pressure level to

significantly greater depths. For example_ while single 500kt and 3.5 Mt bursts deliver a

peak pressure of 0.5kb to depths of _,_900m and ,,_1750m_ respectively_ the 2D unit-cell

calculations suggest that an HCP multiburst array representing a 3.5Mt aggregated yield

delivers a peak pressure of 0.5kb to a depth of _2250m. This can be seen to be roughly

equivalent to the ground shock effects from a 20Mt EPW burst.

3.3 Sensitivity Studies

Spacin_ Study

Additional 2D unit-cell calculations were done to investigate'the influ,mce of weapon

spacing on predicted ground shock effects for the array. In particular_ calculations were I

done to model weapon spacings of 100m_ 200m_ 400m and 800m, This was accomplished

by setting the radius of the circular-unit-cell to 50_ 100m200_ and 400m_ respectively. An

(x-y) grid of 50x150 zones was used for all calculations_ and the ratio of overall x and y

dimensions was held constant at 1:3_ as in the baseline calculations. The initial cell size

was 25cm in al] cases. The automatic, expanding rezoner allowed the mesh (and cell size)

iii 20
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to grow as required until the boundary of the unit-cell was reached, at which time the

translating rezoner followed the wave as it propagated into the target. (Note that, with
' this approach, the zoning was different during late stages of the calculations for each of _

the burst spacings considered.)

The top plot in Figure 3,4 shows the predicted peak pressure versus depth for these
four cases. It can be seen that the wave interactions occur atpr0gressively higher pressure
levels mad shallower depths with reduced weapons spacings. Notice also that for the three

smaller unit-cells (i.e., the cases simulating arrays with smalJer burst spacings) the results
approach essentially the same attenuation curve after the early stages of Waveinteraction.
(The reason why results for the 800m spacing remain somewhat below the other cases

is not clear at this time.) The bottom plot in Figure 3.4 compares the results for the
circular-unit-cell with those for single bursts of 500kt and 3.SMr.

Zonin_ Study

Additional calculations were done to determine the sensitivity of the circular-unit'cell
results to the zoning used for the problem. For this study, the problem of a 200m-radius
circular-unit-cell was censidered. For the finely-zoned calculation the number of zones
was doubled, and for the coarsely-zoned calculation the number of zones was halved, in
each direction, with respect to the baseline zoning of 50× 150. The ratio of x and y overall
dimensions Was maintained constant at 1:3.

Figure 3.5 shows the predicted peak pressure versus depth for the three differ-
ent zonings. It is clear that the calculation using the baseline zoning is not "fully.
converged"; however, it was not practical in terms of computing time to run calculations
in which the zoning was refined further. Thus, a88uming that the finely-zoned calcula-
tion represents the "limiting" solution, calculations with the baseline zoning appear to

be uncleryredictin.g (by _20%) the depth-to-effect, i.e., the maximum depth to which a
given peak pressure level is delivered. These results illustrate why care was taken to use
similar zonings in the calculations compared in this study.
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4. Hexagonal-Unit-Cell Calculations

" The results in the previous section were from two-dimensional calculations in which
the hexagonal-unit-cell,boundary of an infinite HCP array was approximated by an
"equivalent" inscribed cylinder. To refine this analysis, three-_menslonal calculations
were performed in which the actual hexagonal-unit-cell geometry (see Figure 1.2) for
such an array was modelled. A detailed description of the HULL input model is given in

Appendix A.2. Note that , due to the symmetry of the prob!em_ it was only necessary to
model one quadrant ortho unit-cell, as shown in Figure A,4.

4.1 Baseline Study

Figure 4,1 is a spilt.frame plot showing pressure contours on the ×-z and y,z planes
(left- and fight-frames, respectively)at a sequence of times (viz., 50ms, lOOms, 150ms,
and 200ms) for the baseline hexagonal-unit-cell calculation. At ,,,50ms, reflection from
nearest portiu.,s of the unit-cell boundary is seen to occur, corresponding to the initial
interaction of ground shock fronts from adjacent bursts in the HCP array. The reflected
wavefronts sweep through the target behind the leading shock front and focus on axis to
produce a strong, second pressure pulse. The flattening of the shock front due to wave
interactions between bursts, as simulated by reflections from the unit-cell boundary, can
also be seeu in these results. Figure 4.2 shows a similar sequence of pressure plots,
where the pressure profile on axis is shown in the left frame. The second pressure pulse
which occurs behind the leading wave from the reflected shocks can be clearly seen in

the later-time (i.e., 150ms and 200ms) results.
i'

4.2 Single Burst versus Multiburst Comparisons

Hexagonal-Unit-Cell versus Single Bursts

A comparison of peak pressure versus depth is shown in Figure 4.3, for the iollowing
calculations:

1. a single 500kt burst,

2. a single 3.5Mt burst,

* 3. a single 20Mt burst (obtained by cube-root-scaling of the 3.5Mt single burst results),
and
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(,

4, the 3D hexagonal-unit.cell calculatlon_ simulating an HCP array of 500kt bursts
with 400m burst separation,

The peak pressure plotted in Figure 4,3 is for points directly under the burst_ in
both the single burst and the unlt-cell "multlburst' calculations, By disregardlng effects
of late-time reflections from the unlt-cell boundary_ as discussed in Section 3.2_the pea k
pressure on axis in the unit-cell calculations is a reasonable (though_ agaln_ upperbaund)
estimate of effects below the central burst in a/ini_e_ Seven-burst_ HCP array. Thus_
these results suggest, that in terms of peak pressure on axis the HCP array is equivalent
to a siugle burst of 20Mt_ or about six times the aggregated yield of the seven-burst
array,

Hexagonal-Unlt-Cell (3D)versus Circular-Unit-Cell (2D)

The bottom plot in Figure 4.3 adds results of the circular-unit-cell (2D) calculations
to the previous comparisons. Notice that the strength of the reflected wave for the
circular-unit-cell is somewhat greater than that for the hexagonal-unit-cell at shallow
depths_ but becomes a very good approximation to the 3D results at greater depths_
where pressure levels are in the kilobar range.

These results are as would be expected_ since an inscribed circle was used in the
2D calculations to approximate the geometry of the hexagonal-unit-cell boundaries (see

Figure 1.3). With this approach, all points on the reflecting boundary of the 2D circular-
unit-cell are equidis_an_ from the axis below the burst and as close to the axis as the
closest points of the 3D hexagonal-unit-cell. Thus_ the reflected waves in the 3D calcula-
tion must_ in general_ propagate further and will attenuate more by the time they return
to the axis than in the 2D case, Furthermore, waves reflected from differen_ points on the
hexagonal-unit-cell boundary will not converge coherently on axis_ as will be the case
for the circular-unit-cell.

4.3 Sensitivity Studies

Sp ac!rig Study

. Sensitivity _f the multiburst effects to array spacing in the 3D unit.cell problems
was investigated with additional calculations for weapon spacings of 100, 200, 400_ and
800m, with the 400m spacing (i.e., 200m unit.cell) identified as the baseline calculation.
An (x-y-z) grid of 50×50×150 zones was used for all calculations i with the initial size of
the cubical zones being 25cm. Expanding and translating rezone options, as discussed in

Appendix A.2, were used to follow the ground shock outward and, ultimately, downward
to the depths of interest in the target.

Figure 4.4 shows peak pressure versus depth obtained for these caiculations_ where
the effect of array spacing can be seen to be quite similar to what was found in the 2D
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circular-unit-cell weapon spacing sensitivity study (see Fig. 3.4). In particular, we see
that the results for the three smaller unlt-cells approach the same attenuation curve after

the early stages of wave interaction. The bottom plot in Figure 4.4 shows these results
with the peak pressure curves for 500kt and 3,5Mt single bursts added to the figure. _,

The similarity in results for the 2D and 3D unit-cell weapon spacing studies is shown
in Figure 4,5. Interestingly, the 2D results are seen to become a very good approximation "
to the results for the 3D geometry at depths about equal to the array spacing in each
case.

ZoningStudy

To determinethesensitivityoftheresultstothenumericalresolution,thebaseline

problem was rerur_With the zoning made coarser by a factor of two in each direction_ i.e.,
25×25×75 zones. The ratio oi' overall x, y and z dimensions was maintained constant at
1:1:3_with the cell size expanded as required to cover the same distance. The zoning is
described in more detail in Appendix A.2. Note that increasing the resolution of the
baseline mesh by a factor of two in each direction was considered impractical in three
dimensions, due to both computer memory and calculational cost considerations.

Peak pressure versus depths as predicted for the baseline and coarsely'zoned cal-
culations, is shown in Figure 4.6. Similar effects were seen in the 2D unit-cell zoning
sensitivity study discussed in Section 3,3_ and the results of those calculations are added
to the 3D results in the bottom plot of Figure 4.6. Thus, as in t_e 2D case (see Section
3.3), we conclude that the baseline calculations are showing the right qualitative trends_
but are underpredicting the depth-to-effect by _20%.
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5. Finite Array Calculations

*" The unit-cell calculations, Whether for the 2D or the 3D geometry, share a common

limitation in that they represent or approximate, in the 2D case_ effects of an infinite

HCP multiburst array. In particular_ the reflecting walls of the unit-ceU Continue to

channel energy in the downward direction throughout the calculation_ rather than allow-
ing it also to disperse in the lateral direction as it would for a finite multiburst array.

Nevertheless_ as will be shown below_ unit'cell calculations can give good estimates of

multiburst effects directly beneath the array_ at least for moderate depths in the target.

Furthermore_ since the unit-cell calculations generally require less storage and comput-
ing time than do calculations which model the full multiburst array_ they are attractive

for performing sensitivity studies on various parameters of the problem_ e.g._ weapon

spacing.

To properly represent ground shock effects from a finite multiburst array_ 3D calcu-

lations are required which follow the waves to great distances in both depth and range.

In order to h_ve adequate resolution through all stages of such a calculation_ without
prohibitive demands on computational resources, special problem initialization and re-

zoning features were used for the calculations' This section of the report discusses our

approach and presents results for finite HCP array calculations. Comparisons will also
be made with the unit-cell calculational results reported above. The HULL input model

for the finite HCP array is described in Appendix A.3,

5.1 Baseline Study

In general, there is a period of time after detonation of weapons in a multiburst array

when the shocks from the bursts will propagate independently of each other. The length

of this period depends on the timing, spacing_ and yield of the bursts_ as well as the target

geology. During this phase of the problem, the bursts can clearly be modelled as separate,
2D axJsymmetric events. Accordingly_ in the HULL finite multiburst array calculations,

the 3D wave-interaction part of the problem was initiated by inserting results from well-

resolved 2D calculations for the separate bursts into the 3D mesh_ with the appropriate

spacing and timing to represent the array.

The geometry of the baseline calculations for the finite array is shown in Figure

i A.5_ where the weapon spacing was taken to be 400m. The bursts were assumed to

be simultaneous in the baseline study. With the assumptions of uniform spacing and

. simultaneous detonations_ the symmetry of the problem is such that only one quadrant

needs to be modelled in the calculations_ as shown in Figure A.6. Thus, all or portions of

ii only three of the bursts are included in the calculation. The region of the problem that
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was modelled in the calculation and the location of the symmetry planes are as indicated

in thatfigure.

From a 2D calculation for one of the bursts, it can be seen that wave interactions t
for the baseline problem will not have occurred before 20ms after detonation. Thus, to
initiate the 3D part of the calculation, results at 20ms from a 2D calculation (for a 500kt
burst at 12m DOB) were mapped into the 3D grid at three locations, as shown in Figure
A.6.

Figure 5.1 shows the pressure contours on the two vertical coordinate planes, i.e., the
x-z and y-z planes, at a sequence of times during the baseline 3D finite array calculations.
The complexity of the shock interactions that occur for the multiburst array is apparent
in these plots. Notice the development of a coalesced wavefront of fairly large radius due
to the shock interaction and reinforcement processes.

Figure 5.2 shows pressure contours on a horizontal plane at ,,_250m depth, where
the quarter-space calculational results have been dOubly reflected about x=0 and y=0
to better illustrate the symmetry of the HCP array. Figure 5.3 shows similar results on
a horizontal plane at a depth of ,-_500m. Because of*target extent and weapon delivery
uncertainties, the lethal "footprint", or area covered by a lethal level of ground shock, is
clearly important for assessing weapon effectiveness against buried targets, and Figure
5.4 shows the 0.5kb "footprint" from the present calculations on target planes at depths
of -,_500m and _750m.

5.2 Calculation Comparisons

Finite Array versus Single Bursts

Figure 5.5 compares peak pressure versus depth on axis below a single EPW burst,
and below the central burst in an HCP array, for:

i

1. a single 500kt burst,

2. a single 3.5Mt burst,

3. a single 20Mt burst, and

4. a finite HCP array of seven 500kt bursts with 400m burst separation..

The 500kt single burst results were obtained from the present 3D finite array calcu- l
lations by identifying the effects associated with the leading wave for the single, central
burst in the array, while the curves for the 3.SMt and 20Mt single bursts were scaled from "
the 500kt results. Thus, equivalent zoning was used for all results shown in the figure. It

_] Vg, lttAJ. _li.,,L&tOJ..L_ K,t_,._ Oq,_IK_J.It lIJJ.ILttl._, lA/ Ilsql_lt JLJLI_ ILmR _ll_ _.)_,Clk.l[_. X,.,tJ._K-IL zt*.9 t.,tq,.,J._yy Is,Ltlt*" lt..'V'..'J.t_l_,i. _l _ll_:_ {[_All[:l,,y, Vlt_
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,multtburst scheme delivers a stronger ground shock than the single 3,5Mt burst of the
same total_ or aggrega_ed_,yield, In fact_ as was seen in the earlier unlt.cell Calculations,

the results in Figure 5.5 suggest that the ground shock on axis for the array would be
equivalent to a single burst of 20Mt. Thus, on a const.ant aggregated yield basis, this

, corresponds to an increase of ,._80% in depth-to-effect at the 0.5-1.0kb level.

3D Finite Array versus Unit-Gell Analyses '

It is interesting to compare results for _he finite array and unit-cell calculations. Ac-
cordingly, results of the baseline hexagonal-unit-ceU calculation are adde, ,n the bottom
plot _of Figure 5.5. The agreement is seen to be very good. It should be noted that

the zoning and rezoning procedures used in the unit.cell and finite array calculations
weresuch that zone sizes were equivalent for those calculations in the region below the

_array. Thus_ we conclude that the unit-cell calculations provide a good approximation
to multiburst effects for peak pressure directly below the array,

5.3 Timing Sensitivity Study

An additional calculation was done to investigate the effect on ground shock of non-

simultaneity (i.e., timing "jitter") between the detonations in the seven-burst array. In
particular, it was assumed that, relative to the weapon at the center of the array, two of
the outer weapons (at diametrically opposite locations) detonated 20ms late, while the
other four detonated 10ms early. Accordingly, to initialize the 3D part of the problem,
results from a 2D, single-burst, calculation at 10ms_ 20ms and 40ms were used at the
appropriate locations in the 3D grid, as shown in Figure A.7. A nominal problem time

of 25ms was assigned for startup of the 3D part of the problem_ and pressure contours
at that time in the plane of the burst are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.7 shows peak pressure below the center of the burst array, for the baseline
calculations and for those which modeled the non-simultaneous bursts. The effect of the

timing jitter is to reduce the peak pressure delivered to a given depth below the center of
the array, since disturbances from the surrounding bursts reach the centerllne at different
times. The reduction in peak pressure decreases from a factor of _2 at higher pressure
levels to a factor of ,._1.1 at pressure levels of lkb.

In addition to degrading the peak pressure on axis, the timing jitter also reduces the
size of the lethal footprint for the array. For example, FiguIe 5.8 shows tlm 0.Skb and
1.0kb footprints on the target plane at 750m depth, and Figure 5.9 compares results for
the calculations with and without timing jitter,!
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.... 6. Discussion and Conclusions

This report presents results of two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)

HULL hydrocode calculations that simulate ground shock effects from detonations of

multiple earth penetrator weapons arranged in hexagonal'close-packed (HCP)arrays.

The calculations simulated both: 1) an array involving a lt¢_._ number of weapons, i.e.,

an effectively infinite array, and 2) a finite array of seven bursts. The EPWs in the array

Were each assumed to have a nominal yield of 500kt, a depth, of-burst (DOB)of 12m,

and a baseline spacing of 400m. Various other spacings were considered in sensitivity

studies. The target material was modeled as a homogeneous, wet, soft rock.
•

For the case in which there is a large number of weapons inthe HCP array, i.e., an

effectively infinite arrayi the problem can be simulated by analysis of effects in a unit-cell

of hexagonal cross-section, "which is centered On one Of the bursts and extends cylindrically

in the axial direction above and below it. The hexagonal-unit-cell calculation is a 3D

problem, which can be approximated by using a circular-unit-cell to define the reflective

unit-cell boundary. This approximation then permits 2D analysis of the problem.

Results for the unit-cell calculations indicate that the Circular-unit-cell (2D)approx-

imation overpredicts the peak ground shock stress levels in the higher pressure regimes

relative to the hexagonal-unit-cell (3D) calculations. The 2D problem, however, is seen

to become a very good approximation to the 3D case at depths below the array that are

about twice the charge separation distance. For the arrays considered here, peak stresses

at that depth were below a few ldlobars in magnitude. In terms of peak pressure below

the bursts, the unit-cell results suggest that an HCP array of 500kt EPWs is equivalent

to a single burst of 20Mt, or about six times the aggregated yield of the seven-burst

array.

The unit-cell calculations have the limitation that they can only represent, to some

approximation, effects of art in fini_e HCP array. In particular, those calculations con-

tinue to channel ground shock energy in the vertical direction throughout the problem:

rather than allowing it to disperse in the lateraldirection, as would be the case for a

finite multiburst array. Therefore, to complete this study, 3D calculations were per-

formed which simulated the interaction of ground shock effects from a fini_e_seven

burst HCP array. Conditions of both simultaneous and non-simultaneous detonation of

the bursts were considered.

All indications from the calculations in this study are that a seven burst HCP array

* can increase by _-,80% the dept:h to 'which a specified overpressure level (e.g., lkb) is
..1_12 ..... j ,L_ ._1._ .A_ 1

_,_u _u _,c _.r_et, wxten compared with effects for a single burst of the same total,

or aggregated, yield. The calculations also showed that, for a seven burst HCP array of
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500kt EPWs, the 0.Skb footprint on a plane at 500m depth covers an area greater than
one square kilometer, Furthermore, this coverage can be achieved even with a timing
jitter of as much as 20ms between the detonations. 1

These studies have _lemonstrated that the HULL code is a useful tool for multiburst, ,

ground shock analyses, and the calculational _results suggest that multiburst schemes
are a possible means of achieving the ground shock effects of a large yield EPW from
a number of smaller-yield weapons. Our future studies in this area will focus on more
realistic weapon arrays, viz., fewer weapons and smaller yields, and on generating a
calculational database for development and benchmarking of simplified methods (e.g.,
linear superposition techniques) for predicting multiburst effects.
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Appendix A

,. HULL Input Model Descriptions

A.1 Circular-Unit-Cen (2D) Calculational Model

In the baseline 2D axisymmetric unit-cell calculations, an (x-y) grid of 50×150 zones

was used, with square zones 25cm on a side. The x=0 boundary is automatically a sym-

metry, or reflecting, boundary in 2D axisymmetric-cell calculations. The region covered

by the initial zoning is shown in Figure A.1.

The automatic rezoning option was used to extend the initial zoning region and

follow the expanding spherical shock front during the problem. As the zones expanded

beyond the original mesh, they were filled with either tuff or air, as appropriate, at
ambient conditions.

The rezone was "triggered" by a non-zero velocity and/or non-ambient pressure in

any cell adjacent to the right, top, or bottom boundary. When triggered by the outer

radial boundary, the expanding rezoner increased the cell size in both the axial and radial

directions by 5%. The x=0 symmetry boundary was always held fixed. If either the top

or bottom (axial) boundary triggered the rezone, the opposite y-boundary was held fixed,

while increasing the cell size in the axial and radial directions by 5%.

The expanding rezoner was used to follow the shock front until it reached the edge

(radius) of theunit-cell for the problem, at which time a reflecting boundary was inserted

to represent the cell boundary. The reflecting boundary was implemented by setting the

mass and energy in the outer radial zones to zero, thus invoking the HULL rigid-body,

or "island", logic. This option was explained in Section 2. Although the standard HULL

reflecting boundary condition could have been applied more easily to define the edge
of the unit-cell, the above procedure was followed in order to be able to use the same

approach to define unit-cell boundaries in both the 2D and 3D calculations. In the

latter case, portions of the unit-cell boundaries do not follow calculational grid lines and,

therefore, cannot be treated with the standard reflecting boundary condition. The 3D
unit-cell calculations will be discussed in the next section.

After the wave reached the edge of the unit-cell, and the reflecting outer bound-

' ary had been inserted, the e_panding rezoner was no longer needed. At that point, a

translating rezoner was used to follow the shock as it propagated downward into the

target. The rezoner was triggered by a non-zero velocity in any cell along the bottom

boundary. This translating rezoner kept the cell size fixed, but shifted the mesh in the

i vertical direction, downward, at a _5% rate, discarding material at the top of the mesh,
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as required.
, ,

Additional 2D unit-cell calculations were done with a more finely-zoned (100×300)
and a more coarsely-zoned (25 x 75) grid, i.e., calculational grids with, respectively, twice
and half the number of zones in each direction as were used in the baseline calculations.

I The finely-zoned problems were begun with square zones 12.5cm on each side, while the
coarsely-zoned problems were begun with square zones 50cm on each side. The initial
mesh, in both cases, extended 12.5m in the x-direction and 37.5m in the y-direction, as
shown in Figure A.1.

A.2 Hexagonal-Unit-Cell (3D) Calculational Model

Three-dimensional calculations were done to model the hexagonal-unit-cell shown

in Figure 1.2. An (x,y,z) grid of 50x50x150 zones was used in the baseline calculations
for this problem, The zones were cubical and 25cm on a side at the beginning of the
calculation. Due to the symmetry of the problem, only one quadrant of the hexagonal-
unit-cell was modelled, aS shown in Figure A.2, and reflecting boundary conditions were
used ai. x=0 and y=0. The region covered by the initial grid is shown for the vertical

' coordinate planes in Figure A.3.

Initially, an expanding rezoner was used to follow the spherical shock front. When
triggered by a non-ambient pressure and/or non-zero velocity in any cell at the right,
front, top, or bottom boundary, the rezoner expanded the zones by 5% in all directions.
This was done while holding fixed the x=0 and y=0 boundaries, and sometimes one of
the z-boundaries, depending on which boundary triggered the rezone.

As for the 2D unit-cell calculations described in Appendix A.1, the expanding rezoner
was used to follow the shock front until it reached the edge of the unit-cell for the problem.

At that time, the reflecting boundary of the unit-cell was defined by setting the mass and
energy of boundary zones to zero in the pattern shown in Figure A.4. This procedure
invoked the HULL rigid-body, or "island", logic for these zones, as explained in Section
2. After the unit-cell boundary had been inserted in the problem, the rezoning procedure
was switched to the translating option, as described in Appendix A,1, and used to follow
the shock as it propagated downward into the target.

Calculations were also done with a more coarsely..zoned (25×25x75) grid, where the
number of zones in each direction was half that used in the baseline calculations. In this

case, the problem was begun with cubical zone_ of 50cre sidelength, i.e.,twice that used

for the baseline calculations. (Note that a finely-zoned problem equivalent to that done
"_ for the case of the 2D unit-cell calculations, i.e., where the number of zones is doubled in

each direction over that used in the baseline calculations_ was considered impractical in

terms of computing time.)
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Figure A.4, Reflecting Boundaries for Hexagonal-Unit-Cell Calculations ,_
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A.3 FiniteArray (3D) CalculationalModel

.( Special computatlonai techniques were required to treat the 3D problem of a/ini_e
multlburst array, such that adequate resolution would be provided during all stages of
thecalculationwithoutprohibitivecomputingco_ts,Forthe3D finitearraycalculations

q

in the presentstudy,theHULL FIREIN optionenabledthisto be done, With the

FIREIN option,itispossibletoinsertresultsof_eparate_we11-resolved2D cMculations

forindividualburstsintoa 3D gridpriortothetimeatwhichwave interactionswould

occur.Variationsinspacingand/ortimingbetweenburstscanbe easilyrepresentedby
selecting 2D calculational results at dl]feven_ problem times to insert at the various
burst positions in the initial 3D grid,

The first 3D finite array calculation that was done in the. present study involved
the simultaneou_ deton_tlon of seven bursts at 400m separation in an HCP array, as
shown in Figure AS, For the 2D slngle-burst calculation that was used to initialize tile
3D p_rtoftheproblem_+hezoningand rezoningtechniqueswerethesame as wereused
in the baseline2D circular-unit.cellcalculations,These were describedinAppendix
A,I,Problemeditsfrom the2D calculationwerethenselected_tsuitabletimessuch

thatno waveintcractlonswouldhaveoccurredbetweentheburstswhen insertedatthe

desiredarrayspacinginthe 3D grid,For the caseofsevencompletelysynchronized
burstsseparatedby 400m inan HCP array_a common timecdifat20ms from the2D

calculationw_s usedtoinitializeeachburstinthe3D partoftheproblem,

Thei_iti_1three-dlmensionalmesh forthefinltcarraycalculationswas setupto

be justlargeenoughtocontainthewavefrontsfrom theseveralburstsinsertedinthe

grid,Due tothesymmetry oftheproblem,itwas possibletousereflectingboundary
conditionsatx=0 and y=0 and thusmodelonlyonequadrantoftheproblem,asshown

inFigureA.6,An (x,y,z)gridof114×1i8x125zoneswas ':sed,withaconstantsubgridof
44×38xi00 cubicalzones9,1m on a side,As shown inFigureA.6,theconstantsubgrid
extended400m inthex-dlrectlonand 346m inthey-directionfromthearraycenter,An

additional70-80zonesofuniformlyincreasingsize(ai,a 2.5%rate)wereusedinthex-and
y-directionsbeyondthesubgridtomodelfurtherreachesofthetarget,Inthez-direction_

theconstantsubgridwas 910m inlength,with350m ofthegridbelowthegroundsurface

and 560m inthe airregion,An additional25 zonesofuniformlyincreasingsize(ata

2,5%rate)wereusedinthez-directionabovethesubgrid,

Ai'tcrthe3D calculationswcrcinitiatedand thewaveinteractionsbetweenthebursts

had justoccurred,a translatingrezoner(whichkeptthecellsizesfixedinboththecon-

stantsubgridand surroundingregionsofthemesh)shiftedthemesh verticallydownward
at a 5% rate, whenever triggered by a non-zero velocity or non-ambient pressure in a cell
Mong the the bottom boundary, With 100 zones in the z-direction in the constant subgrid,

" _ more than 900m of vertical resolution was provided to follow the shock front downward

into the ground, (The radial growth of the ground Shock was accomodated by the 70-80
zones of increasing size that were used in the x and y-dlrections_ bevonrt........._,h_._.suhvrld_._____.
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The reason for maintaining and translating the constant subgrid region in the firri_e
array calculations was to ensure that the zoning in the principal, wave-reinforcement
region, i,e._ the region directly beneath the array, would be the same as the zoning used I,
in the hexagonal-unit-cell, or infinite array, calculations. Thus, in comparing ground

shock effects for those two cases, effects of zoning differences would be negligible.

An additional finite array calculation was performed to simulate an a,rray in which
the bursts were not simultaneous, again for an HCP array with 400m separation between
bursts. In this problem, four of the outer bursts in the array were assumed to detonate
10ms early relative to the center burst, while the other two outer bursts were assumed

to detonate 20ms late, as shown in Figure A.7. For this case, different edit times were
used from the 2D single burst calculation to initialize the various bursts in the 3D part
of the problem.
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Appendix B

i " Results Archival
l ,,l

I, The majorityof the calculationsin thisstudy were done with version122 ofthe

i HULL [1] code, although a few of the calculations Were done with version 122. A number

. of change decks were used to run the code on the Sandia CRAY/CTSS system and to add

features required for the present studies. The change decks used for agiven calculation
were saved on the Sandia Integrated File Store (IFS) system, as pa_t of the st,and_rd

calcutational output discussed below. The origination time and storage location for the

code and change deck versions are saved in the CCL log file, for reference.

The only nonstandard change deck used for the calculations was one that imple-

mented a special-purpose automatic rezoner. A listing of that rezoner change deck is
included in the microfiche attachment.

All output files for _he various calculations in this study are in the IFS directory:

/e00021674/hul13-hex. Input decks can be found in the subdirectory "input-files', and

sample input decks are provided also in the microfiche attachments (for a 2D single-

burst calculation and for one of the 3D fir_ite-array calculations. The other subdirectories
contain:

Subdirectory Contents

.s50-hexagon 50m circular- and hexagonal-u.uj't-cell analyses with version 120
(100m weapon spacing)

s100-hexagon 100m circular-and hexagonal-unit-cellanalyseswithversion120

(200m weapon spacing)
s200-hexagon 200m circular-and hexagonal-trait-cellanalyseswithversion120

(400m weapon spacing)
s400-hexagon 400m circular-andhexagonal:tmit-ceUanalyseswithversion120

(800m weapon spacing)
ver122-2d 200m circular-unit-cellanalyseswithversion122

(400m weapon spacing)

i ver122-3d 200m hexagonal-unit-cell analyses with version 122

(400m weapon spacing)
200m-finite 40Ore-weapon-spacing finite-array analyses with version 122
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The results for any given problem (depending on the set of KEEL, HULL, PULL

and STATION calculations that were made) can include the following:

Filename Description
]. ,

i httl4{id}{su.f}{com} binary plot/restart file
!

! hul9{id}{mf}{com} binary time history file
i

i

(where {id} is a one.character job identifier, {sur} is the CTSS suffix, and {com} is a

nine-or-less character comment)as well as two or more of the ASCII output files:

Filename Contents

outk{id}{suf}{com} concatenated PLANK input/output, SAIL input/output
and KEEL input/output

outck{id}{suf}{com} change decks used in KEEL run

ship{id}{suf}{com} concatenated PLANK input/output, SAIL input/output
and HULL input

hout{id}{suf}{com} HULL output
outch{id}{suf}{com} change decks used in HULL run

outp{id}{suf}{com} concatenated PLANK input/output, SAIL input/output
and PULL input/output

outcp{id}{suf}{com} change decks used in PULL run

outs{id}{suf}{com} concatenated pLANK input/output, SAIL input/output
and STATIONS input/output

outcs{id}{suf}{com} change decks used in STATIONS run

lokh{id}{suf}{com} CCL log file for entire run
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